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First-order spin-paramagnetic transition and tricritical point in ultrathin Be films
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We report measurements of the parallel critical magnetic field of thin superconducting beryllium films
with Tc;0.6 K. The critical field transitions were spin-paramagnetically limited and found to be strongly
hysteretic below a tricritical point atTtri5190 mK. The magnitude of the hysteresis andTtri were observed
to be completely suppressed in field misalignmentsu>1°. Time relaxation measurements in the hyster-
etic regime showed simple exponential decays in the highest quality films and nonexponential decays inter-
spersed with avalanches in more inhomogeneous samples.@S0163-1829~98!51030-2#
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The parallel critical magnetic-field behavior of thin-film
superconductors has garnered a great deal of theoretica
experimental interest over the past 30 years.1,2 In sufficiently
thin films the orbital currents are suppressed and the c
pling of the field to the electronic spins drives the syst
into the normal state in what is commonly known as the s
paramagnetic transition.1 Much of the interest in this transi
tion can be traced back to the pioneering theoretical work
Clogston and Chandrasekhar,3 which predicted that a paralle
field, H i , would limit thin-film superconductivity by way of
a first-order transition when the Zeeman splitting of the q
siparticles was equal to the superconducting condensate
ergy. In terms of the transition temperature,Tc , the transi-
tion occurs at a critical fieldHci;(1.86T/K)Tc .2 In
practice,Hci can be more than an order of magnitude grea
than the perpendicular critical field,Hc2 .4 A more in-depth
analysis of the spin paramagnetic transition showed it wo
be of first order only in systems with a sufficiently low sp
orbit scattering rate, 1/tso; otherwise the transition is secon
order.1 In the limit of 1/tso50 the transition was predicted t
go from second order to first order at a tricritical pointTtri
;0.6Tc .5 Early experiments on thin, superconductin
granular Al films with transition temperaturesTc;2 K sug-
gested that in AlTtri50.34Tc .6 However, these measure
ments were only carried down to 400 mK, and no signific
hysteresis inHci was ever found to substantiate a first-ord
transition.

Recently, parallel magnetic-field studies of granular
films were extended to lower temperatures and a giant h
teresis was found in the parallel critical fieldHci below 270
mK.7,8 This work conclusively demonstrated a tricritic
point at Ttri;270 mK in Al (Ttri;0.15Tc), independent of
film sheet resistance.8 This discovery offered a unique op
portunity to study the dynamics of the Al films in the hy
teretic regime where they could be brought far out of th
modynamic equilibrium.9 The results of these experimen
revealed some rather unusual behavior. Relaxation to e
librium in fields just belowHci was observed to occur vi
very slow, glasslike, stretched-exponential relaxations in
spersed with numerous avalanches. A statistical analysi
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~6!/2952~4!/$15.00
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the avalanche behavior revealed a power-law size distr
tion D(s);s22.9 Furthermore, angular studies of the hyste
esis showed an exponential decrease in its magnitude
increasing field misalignment.8 The characteristic angle o
this dependence wasuc52.4°. These observations raise
several important unanswered questions about the origi
the critical field hysteresis and its associated glasslike
namics.

In particular, it is still not known what role microscopi
film morphology plays in the nonequilibrium behavior. Alu
minum films are highly granular10 and global superconduc
tivity in these films is mediated by intergrain Josephs
coupling.7,11 High resistance granular Al films also sho
clear evidence of grain charging effects.7,12 Since Josephson
coupling and grain charge quantization are incompatibl13

the anomalous dynamics of Al films may result from com
petition between these two phenomena. Furthermore, a fi
order spin paramagnetic transition has never been con
sively found in any material other than Al. To see tricritic
point behavior in another system would eliminate the pos
bility that Al is pathological in parallel field and would pro
vide an important test of theory.1,14 In this paper we presen
an investigation of the spin paramagnetic transition in th
nongranular beryllium films withTc;0.6 K. We have dis-
covered a first-order spin paramagnetic transition and a
ritical point at Ttri5190 mK. Angular studies of the critica
field hysteresis reveal that Be films are six times more s
sitive to field alignment than Al films.8 Furthermore, in con-
trast to the glassy behavior of granular Al films in the hy
teretic region,9 the time dependence of our mo
homogeneous Be films are exponential in character wit
decay rate that is a strong function ofuHci2H iu. Our results
suggest that film morphology plays an important role in d
termining the dynamics of the nonequilibrium state.

The Be films used in this study were made by therma
evaporating 99.5% pure beryllium powder onto fire-polish
glass substrates held at 84 K. The evaporations were mad
a 431027 Torr vacuum at a rate;0.10 nm/s. The film area
was 1.5 mm34.5 mm. The resistance of the Be films w
measured during the evaporation. Typically, electrical co
R2952 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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nuity was observed at a film thicknessd;1 nm.15 This ex-
ceedingly low threshold for continuity reflects the fact th
the Be formed astonishingly uniform films on fire-polish
glass. Scanning force micrographs of the films’ exposed
ide surface did not reveal any salient morphological featu
down to the 0.7 nm scale. In fact, the films seemed to be
‘‘smooth’’ as the fire-polished glass on which they were d
posited. In addition, analytical transmission electron micr
copy was used for microstructural analysis of 15-nm-th
Be films deposited on cleaved NaCl crystals at 84 K. H
magnification ~250,0003! micrographs revealed that th
films were composed of an ultrafine base structure that
interspersed with 5–15 nm Be nanocrystallites. Electron
fraction studies showed no diffraction from the metallic ba
structure suggesting that it was amorphous. Similarly the
ide ~BeO! produced a broad, continuous diffraction ring i
dicating its grain size was,1 nm.16

For the purposes of the present study, films with thic
nesses of;4.0 nm and normal state sheet resistancesRn
5300– 500V/sq proved to be ideal. Significantly thicke
films showed a depressed tricritical point due to finite thic
ness effects and thinner films withRn.1 kV/sq had signifi-
cantly lower Tc’s ~i.e., Tc;65 mK for a film with Rn
;5 kV/sq). After the evaporation, the bell jar was open
and the Be films were exposed to air. A surface oxide la
subsequently formed on the film’s surface. The thickness
Be consumed by the oxidation was found to be 1.0–1.5
as measured by a transient upward drift in both the cry
thickness monitor reading andRn . We also exposed the
films to 1 atm of ultrapure O2 and found no significant dif-
ference in the final oxide thickness. We believe that the
ide layer was a self-limiting barrier type.17 Four-wire resis-
tances were measured with probe currents of 50 nA usin
lock-in amplifier operating at 27 Hz. The samples we
cooled down to 30 mK using a dilution refrigerator operati
in magnetic fields up to 9 T. Film orientation to the appli
field was controlled with 0.1° resolution by anin situ me-
chanical rotator.

Shown in Fig. 1 is sheet resistance versus temperatur
zero field for a Be film with a normal-state resistance ofRn
5300V/sq and aTc50.62 K. The nominal thickness of th

FIG. 1. Superconducting transition for a 4.2 nm nominally thi
Be film in zero magnetic field.
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film was 4.2 nm. The actual metallic thickness was;3.0 nm
after oxidation in air. From measurements ofdHc2 /dT at
Tc ,18 we calculated a mean-free path ofl 0564 nm and a
coherence lengthj0556 nm for the film in Fig. 1. Though
bulk Be has a very lowTc

bulk;26 mK, it has been known
since the late 1950’s that quenched condensed Be films~i.e.,
films evaporated onto liquid helium cooled substrates! have
surprisingly high transition temperatures.19 In fact, quenched
condensed Be has the highest elemental transition temp
ture Tc;9 K;400Tc

bulk . Unfortunately, warming a
quenched condensed Be film to room temperature cause
irreversible structural transition and the high transition te
perature is lost.20 Nevertheless, Fig. 1 demonstrates that b
tween fabrication and measurement21 thin Be films can be
handled in air and still haveTc.10Tc

bulk .
In Fig. 2 we show the parallel critical field transition at 3

mK for the film in Fig. 1. The field was swept at a rate

FIG. 2. Parallel critical magnetic-field transition at 30 m
showing hysteresis. The arrows depict the field sweep direct
The field sweep rate was 0.25 G/s.

FIG. 3. Parallel critical fields versus temperature measured f
field sweeps at fixed temperatures for a film withRn5310V/sq.
The squares depict up-sweep transitions and the triangles are d
sweep transitions. The solid lines are a guide to the eye.S: super-
conducting phase;N: normal phase;CE: coexistence region. The
arrow indicates the tricritical point.
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0.25 G/s in the directions depicted by the arrows in the
ure. The values of the critical fieldsHci'1.3 T are in rea-
sonable agreement with the Clogston limit ofHci

5(1.86 T/K)Tc51.15 T and are more than an order of ma
nitude greater than the perpendicular critical field,Hc2
50.106 T. Note the large hysteresis inHci and the extraor-
dinary sharpness of the transitions. The transitions are
fact, approximately 0.5% wide as measured from 10%
90% of the normal-state resistance. In comparison, the t
sitions in Al films are about 4% wide.7 This difference prob-
ably reflects the unusually high degree of homogeneity of
films. The hysteresis shown in Fig. 2 was extremely sensi
to the field alignment. Parallel alignment was, in fa
achieved by varying the sample angle in order to maxim
the magnitude of the low-temperature hysteresis~see discus-
sion below!. This technique enabled us to find parallel alig
ment to within 0.1°.

Shown in Fig. 3 are the parallel critical fields as a functi
of temperature for a film withRn5310V/sq. The triangles
represent the down-sweep midpoint critical fields and
squares are the up-sweep critical fields. At the lowest te
perature the hysteresis is about 300 G. We believe that
indicates unambiguously that the spin paramagnetic tra
tion is first order. As the temperature is raised, the first-or
transition gives way to a second-order transition, as e
denced by the disappearance of hysteresis above a tricr
point at Ttri5190 mK. Thus Fig. 3 can be interpreted as
phase diagram, whereS represents the superconductin
phase,N the normal phase, andCE a coexistence phas
whose microscopic nature is still poorly understood. Thou
the Ttri is lower than that of Al (Ttri5270 mK), the first-
order transition is actually more robust in Be than Al. In B
films Ttri /Tc50.33, but in Al films Ttri /Tc50.15. This is
almost certainly due to the lower atomic mass of Be result
in a smaller spin-orbit scattering rate than that of Al.22 How-
ever, the Be ratio is still a factor of 2 below the theoretic
valueTtri /Tc50.6.5

In order to further probe the phase diagram shown in F
3 we made extensive measurements of the angular de

FIG. 4. Semilog plot of the hysteresis width as a function
field angleu ~parallel orientation corresponds tou50) at 30 mK.
The line is a least-squares fit to the data and gives a characte
angle ofuc50.4°. Inset: Tricritical point as a function of angle.
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dence of the low-temperature hysteresis. In Fig. 4 we pre
a semilog plot of the magnitude of the hysteresis,DHc ,
which is defined as the difference in the up-sweep and do
sweep critical fields, as a function of the angle of the fi
relative to the magnetic fieldu. Parallel orientation corre-
sponds tou50°. Note the exquisite sensitivity of the hys
teresis to angle. Misalignments greater than about 1° w
enough to completely wash out the first-order transition. T
linear behavior in Fig. 4 suggests an exponential dep
dence, DHc(u)5DHc(0)exp(2u/uc). The solid line is a
least-squares fit which gives a characteristic angleuc
50.4°. Aluminum films have a similar angular dependen
but with a much larger characteristic angleuc52.4°.8 It is
uncertain whether this difference is due to an intrinsic
emental property of the films or to the differing morphol
gies of Be and Al films. For instance, the granular Al films
Ref. 7 were nominally 5 nm thick in contrast to the;1.5 nm
metallic thickness of the Be films used in this study. In t
inset of Fig. 4 we show the angular dependence ofTtri . Tilt-
ing the field not only suppresses the magnitude of the h
teresis but also the tricritical point. To date there is no th
retical description of these angular dependencies.

Finally, we investigated the dynamics of the films in th

f

tic

FIG. 5. Top: Time relaxation of sample No. 14B after sweepi
the field up to the point whereR;0.1Rn . The solid line is a least-
squares fit to the data using an exponential form. Inset: Relaxa
rates of sample No. 14B at variety of fields in the hysteretic regi
Bottom: Time relaxation of sample No. 14A after sweeping t
field up to the point whereR;0.1Rn . The arrows point to ava-
lanches. Samples No. 14A and No. 14B were fabricated simu
neously.
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hysteretic region. This was done by monitoring the film
sistanceR, while ramping the field up to a point just belo
Hci at a rate of 1–2 G/s. The field sweep was stopped
the magnet put into persistent mode when a selected frac
of the normal-state resistance appeared in the sample.
then monitoredR as a function of time as the film relaxed
thermodynamic equilibrium. Shown in the upper portion
Fig. 5 is such a time relaxation for the sample in Fig. 2~No.
14B!. The solid line is an exponential fit to the data, assu
ing the decay begins from the value ofR at the time the field
sweep was stopped,R0;50V/sq. The decay rate was ver
sensitive to the field, as can be seen in the inset of Fig
Presumably the zero rate intercept of this plot represents
thermodynamic critical field.

In similar experiments on granular Al films the time d
pendence ofRwas always stretched exponential in form@i.e.,
R(t);exp(At)# with large numbers of avalanches superi
posed on the relaxation curves.9 Interestingly, the time de-
pendence of some of our uniform Be films behaved si
larly, for reasons that are not completely evident. F
example, the data in the bottom portion of Fig. 5~sample No.
14A! have a much slower relaxation rate, thoughR0 , Rn ,
and Ttri for this sample were about the same as those
sample No. 14B. Furthermore, the relaxation is dominated
the large avalanches as indicated by the arrows. Curiou
the two samples, No. 14A and No. 14B, in Fig. 5, we
fabricated simultaneously. The parallel critical field tran
tions of No. 14B were extremely sharp~see Fig. 2!, and
perhaps this is why this particular film decayed expon
tially. The parallel critical field transitions of sample N
14A, which we have not shown, were twice as broad as th
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of No. 14B. We saw a similar correlation in other sample
which suggests that the avalanches and nonexponentia
cay were a result of film inhomogeneities and/or disord
We believe that by sweeping the field up to a point whereR0

is finite, we are, in fact, nucleating normal phase regions
the film. Clearly, these regions must be of sufficient size a
density to preclude a percolating zero resistance path a
the direction of current flow. After the field sweep is halte
the size of the normal regions grows with time. Thus t
relaxations in Fig. 5 represent the dynamics of the ph
boundary between the normal and superconducting regi
Perhaps the pinning of these phase boundaries on defect
inhomogeneities is responsible for the behavior we see in
lower portion of Fig. 5.

In conclusion, we observe a robust first-order spin pa
magnetic transition in Be films quenched condensed at 84
Measurements of the dynamics in the hysteretic regime s
that Be films may relax via simple exponential decay
more complex decays involving nonexponential time dep
dence and avalanches. The fact that exponential decay
seen in many Be films but never seen in granular Al film
suggests that the avalanche behavior is a consequenc
phase boundary pinning. Future experiments in which dec
are measured in high quality Be films that have been syst
atically disordered via irradiation should prove interesting

We thank Dana Browne, John DiTusa, Wenhao Wu, a
Kevin Bassler for many valuable discussions. We are gra
ful to Robin McCarley for the scanning force microscop
characterizations. This work was supported by NSF Gr
Nos. DMR 9501160 and DMR 9204206.
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